
AS AT 1st April 2014

Price List 2014 (Effective 1st July 2014)
Dear Partners,

This price list contains all THERA- Trainers classified into product lines like for e.g. CYCLING.

Each product line starts with a short presentation of the models which are very well established in the market.

You will see the part number with the dealers and retail prices at the end of each product. 

In case of any questions please do not hesitate in contacting us.
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THERA- TRAINERS TIGO
Now both exercisers were combined into one - the THERA-Trainer tigo.  

The new THERA-Trainer tigo will be available with three different sized colour screens.

THERA-Trainer tigo 528

Description Part No
The small active-passive movement exerciser for use at home A002-283

includes foot rest with crank, device base flat, control and display unit with 2,7" colour

 screen and also has a holder for control and display unit.

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg excersising

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

 DEVICE BASE FLAT

 - Recommended for active- and sport wheelchairs and fixed footrest

 - No castors and height of the devise base is 24 mm

FOOT/ LEG SECURING

 - Foot rests with crank with 110 mm length 

 - With safety frame and Velcro's for securing the foot

 - Foot rest are easily washable and sanitizable

MODELS CYCLING

In the past we offered THERA-live with small and THERA-vital with large colour screen. 
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CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 2,7" colour display

 - With helix cable connection (max. 145 cm long)

 - Size of screen = 51 x 40 mm

 - Easiest handling and adjustment of importance training parameters

 - Easiest control logic with START/STOP control

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - Readout of training duration, number of revolution and calorie consumption after training

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control. 

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A002-283             R.R.P: $6,250.00 
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THERA- Trainer tigo 502

Description Part No
Leg exerciser in "compact- class" A002-282

includes foot rest with 2- stepped radius adjustment, leg support, device base with castors, 

safety handle, control and display unit with 2.7" colour screen

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg exercising

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - height of the device base includes castors which is 74 mm from ground

FOOT/LEG SECURING

 - Foot rest with 2- stepped radius adjustment.

 - With safety frame and Velcro's for securing the foot.

 - Foot rest are easily washable and sanitizable.

 - Crank radius can be adjusted with tools to 75 mm to 110 mm

 - Leg support for all users with paralytic symptoms in legs.

 - Fitted with soft cushions for securing the legs.

 - Flexible mounted leg supports enables natural movements of the legs.

SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER

 - Safety handle for secure hold during exercising.

 - Safety handle can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - incl. holder for control and display unit
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CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 2,7" colour display

 - With helix cable connection (max. 145 cm long)

 - Size of screen = 51 x 40 mm

 - Easiest handling and adjustment of importance training parameters

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - Readout of training duration, number of revolution and calorie consumption after training

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control.

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A002-282            R.R.P: $6,990.00 
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THERA- Trainer tigo 530

       Description Part No
The high- class exerciser for legs and upper body A00-670

includes foot rest with 2- stepped radius adjustment, leg support, device base with castors, 

upper body exerciser, grip adapters, therapy grip, 

control and display unit with 2.7" colour screen

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg exercising

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - height of the device base includes castors which is 74 mm from ground

FOOT/LEG SECURING

 - Foot rest with 2- stepped radius adjustment.

 - With safety frame and Velcro's for securing the foot.

 - Foot rest are easily washable and sanitizable.

 - Crank radius can be adjusted with tools to 75 mm to 110 mm

 - Leg support for all users with paralytic symptoms in legs.

 - Fitted with soft cushions for securing the legs.

 - Flexible mounted leg supports enables natural movements of the legs.
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SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER

 - Upper body exerciser- recommended for patients with muscular disease, lack of coordination, spacity and 

contractures in the upper body

 - For passive (motor supported) and active (own muscular power) exercising of the whole upper body

 - Upper body exerciser can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - Incl. holder for control and display unit with 2,7" colour screen adjustable in inclination.

 - Recommended for patients with weak muscles and lack of coordination in the upper body.

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 2,7" colour display

 - With helix cable connection (max. 145 cm long)

 - Size of screen = 51 x 40 mm

 - Easiest handling and adjustment of importance training parameters

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - Readout of training duration, number of revolution and calorie consumption after training

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control.

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A002-670            R.R.P: $9,790.00 
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THERA- Trainer tigo 538

       Description        Part No
The high- class exerciser for legs and upper body A003-866

includes foot rest with 2- stepped radius adjustment, leg support, device base with castors, 

upper body exerciser, grip adapters, 

control and display unit with 10.4" colour screen

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg exercising

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - height of the device base includes castors which is 74 mm from ground

FOOT/LEG SECURING

 - Foot rest with 2- stepped radius adjustment.

 - With safety frame and Velcro's for securing the foot.

 - Crank radius can be adjusted with tools to 75 mm to 110 mm

 - Leg support for all users with paralytic symptoms in legs.

 - Fitted with soft cushions for securing the legs.

SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER

 - Upper body exerciser- recommended for patients with muscular disease, lack of coordination, spacity and 

contractures in the upper body

 - For passive (motor supported) and active (own muscular power) exercising of the whole upper body

 - Upper body exerciser can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - Incl. holder for control and display unit with 10.4" colour screen adjustable in inclination.
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 - Recommended for patients with weak muscles and lack of coordination in the upper body.

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen incl. touch function

 - High-resolution colour screen with TFT- technology

 - Screen size - 211 x 158 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of training parameters with large touch soft keys 

 - Easy control logic with start/ stop control. 

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - USB interface for an easy software update

 - USB interface for capturing the training data for the documentation and analysis

 - Large Submenu for the user

 - Large readout of active performance, training time, distance, number of spasms

 - Training Program "Ortho" for constant performance and variable strength input

 - Training Program "Cardio" to exercise in a present pulse range

 - Training Program "Isokinetic" to exercise with constant speed and variable strength input

 - Training Program " Keeper"- user moves by adaptation of the number of rotations a keeper on the vertical 

and catches the coming balls 

 - Training program "Hedgehog"- user moves by adaptation of the right-left- activity on the horizontal level

and will try to burst the balloons

 - Training Program "Car"- User overtake other vehicles left or right with "his/her car" by variation  

of number of rotations and right-left activity 

 - Training Program " Planet"- user can move by forward/backward strength by moving his/her space-ship

vertically and therefore avoids planets that comes from the right side. 

 - Biofeedback "Bars" - User can see with the help of the bars on how much activity is made by right/left leg. 

Aim of this exercise is to get a symmetrical strength input

 - Biofeedback "Road"- User avoids oncoming obstacles with his/her bike aims right-left-activity

 - Biofeedback "Passive" - shows the user the current muscle tone in comparison to the muscle tone at the 
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beginning of the exercise.

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control. 

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - Voice control emergency stop- user can stop the motor self-initiated by shouting while doing the exercise

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A003-866            R.R.P: $11,990.00  
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THERA- Trainer tigo 504

Description Part No
High Class leg exerciser. A002- 280 

incl. foot rests with steeples radius adjustment, leg support, foot- fixings, 

device base with castors, tip- up protection, safety handle,

control and display unit with 5,7" colour screen

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable with powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg exercising

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors. Height of the device base incl. castors is 74 mm

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - Tip up protection which protects the wheelchairs from tilting

FOOT/LEG SECURING

 - Foot rests with tool free steeples adjustment but with tools can be adjusted  from 65 - 115mm 

 - tool holder for secure storage of tools

 - Leg support for all users with paralytic symptoms in legs.

 - Fitted with soft cushions for securing the legs.

 - Flexible mounted leg supports enables natural movements of the legs.

 - Foot fixings to secure the legs without pressure marks. 

 - Cushions can be easily removed for washing and sanitization.

SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER

 - Safety handle for secure hold during exercising.

 - Safety handle can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - incl. holder for control and display unit
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CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 5,7" colour screen with high-resolution colour screen with TFT- technology

 - Screen size - 115 x 86 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of training parameters with large touch soft keys 

 - Easy control logic with start/ stop control. 

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - USB interface for an easy software update and capturing data for documentation and analysis

 - Large Submenu for the user

 - Large readout of active performance, training time, distance, number of spasms

 - Training Program "Ortho" for constant performance and variable strength input

 - Training Program "Cardio" to exercise in a present pulse range

 - Training Program "Isokinetic" to exercise with constant speed and variable strength input

 - Biofeedback "Bars" - User can see with the help of the bars on how much activity is made by right/left leg. 

Aim of this exercise is to get a symmetrical strength input

 - Biofeedback "Road"- User avoids oncoming obstacles with his/her bike aims right-left-activity

 - Biofeedback "Passive" - shows the user the current muscle tone in comparison to the muscle tone at the 

beginning of the exercise.

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control.

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - Voice control emergency stop- user can stop the motor self-initiated by shouting while doing the exercise

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety
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Part Number: A002-280             R.R.P: $11,250.00 

THERA- Trainer tigo 506

Description Part No
The Professional leg exerciser A002-277

incl. foot rests with steeples radius adjustment, leg support, foot- fixings, 

device base with castors, tip- up protection, safety handle,

control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen incl. touch function

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg exercising

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - height of the device base incl. castors 74 mm

 - Tip up protection which protects the wheelchairs from tilting

FOOT/LEG SECURING

 - Foot rests with tool free steeples adjustment but with tools can be adjusted  from 65 - 115mm 

 - tool holder for secure storage of tools

 - Leg support for all users with paralytic symptoms in legs.

 - Fitted with soft cushions for securing the legs.

 - Flexible mounted leg supports enables natural movements of the legs.

 - Foot fixings to secure the legs without pressure marks. 

 - Cushions can be easily removed for washing and sanitization.

SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER
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 - Safety handle for secure hold during exercising.

 - Safety handle can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - incl. holder for control and display unit

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen incl. touch function

 - High-resolution colour screen with TFT- technology

 - Screen size - 211 x 158 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of training parameters with large touch soft keys 

 - Easy control logic with start/ stop control. 

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - USB interface for an easy software update

 - USB interface for capturing the training data for the documentation and analysis

 - Large Submenu for the user

 - Large readout of active performance, training time, distance, number of spasms

 - Training Program "Ortho" for constant performance and variable strength input

 - Training Program "Cardio" to exercise in a present pulse range

 - Training Program "Isokinetic" to exercise with constant speed and variable strength input

 - Training Program " Keeper"- user moves by adaptation of the number of rotations a keeper on the vertical 

and catches the coming balls 

 - Training program "Hedgehog"- user moves by adaptation of the right-left- activity on the horizontal level

and will try to burst the balloons

 - Training Program "Car"- User overtake other vehicles left or right with "his/her car" by variation  

of number of rotations and right-left activity 

 - Training Program " Planet"- user can move by forward/backward strength by moving his/her space-ship

vertically and therefore avoids planets that comes from the right side. 

 - Biofeedback "Bars" - User can see with the help of the bars on how much activity is made by right/left leg. 

Aim of this exercise is to get a symmetrical strength input
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 - Biofeedback "Road"- User avoids oncoming obstacles with his/her bike aims right-left-activity

 - Biofeedback "Passive" - shows the user the current muscle tone in comparison to the muscle tone at the 

beginning of the exercise.

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control. 

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - Voice control emergency stop- user can stop the motor self-initiated by shouting while doing the exercise

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A002-277           R.R.P: $12,290.00 
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THERA- Trainer tigo 508

Description Part No
The high- class exerciser for legs and upper body A002-281

incl. foot rests with steeples radius adjustment, leg support, foot-fixings, 

device base with castors, tip-up protection, upper body exerciser with long cranks, 

grip adapters, therapy grips, wristband for therapy grips/safety handle, 

control and display unit with 5,7" screen.

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg exercising

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - height of the device base incl. castors 74 mm

 - Tip up protection which protects the wheelchairs from tilting

FOOT/LEG SECURING

 - Foot rests with tool free step less adjustment but with tools can be adjusted  from 65 - 115mm 

 - tool holder for secure storage of tools

 - Leg support for all users with paralytic symptoms in legs.

 - Fitted with soft cushions for securing the legs.

 - Flexible mounted leg supports enables natural movements of the legs.

 - Foot fixings to secure the legs without pressure marks. 

 - Cushions can be easily removed for washing and sanitization.
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SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER

 - Upper body exerciser- recommended for patients with muscular disease, lack of coordination, spacity and 

contractures in the upper body

 - For passive (motor supported) and active (own muscular power) exercising of the whole upper body

 - Incl 100 watt leg motor

 - Upper body exerciser can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - Incl. holder for control and display unit with 5,7" colour screen adjustable in inclination.

 - Recommended for patients with weak muscles and lack of coordination in the upper body.

HAND/ARMS SECURING

 - Grip Adapters. It is used when the upper body exerciser is used as a safety handle during the leg exercising

 - Therapy grips. This has three different ergonomic grip positions. 

 - Both are tool free attachments. 

 - Easily washable and sanitizable. 

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 5,7" colour screen with high-resolution colour screen with TFT- technology

 - Screen size - 115 x 86 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of training parameters with large touch soft keys 

 - Easy control logic with start/ stop control. 

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - USB interface for an easy software update and capturing data for documentation and analysis

 - Large Submenu for the user

 - Large readout of active performance, training time, distance, number of spasms
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 - Training Program "Ortho" for constant performance and variable strength input

 - Training Program "Cardio" to exercise in a pre-set pulse range

 - Training Program "Isokinetic" to exercise with constant speed and variable strength input

 - Biofeedback "Bars" - User can see with the help of the bars on how much activity is made by right/left leg. 

Aim of this exercise is to get a symmetrical strength input

 - Biofeedback "Road"- User avoids oncoming obstacles with his/her bike aims right-left-activity

 - Biofeedback "Passive" - shows the user the current muscle tone in comparison to the muscle tone at the 

beginning of the exercise.

 - Biofeedback "Coordination"- User shall exercise preferable consistently. A smiley shows the user 

how consistent the training is. Suitable for arm exercise only. 

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control.

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - Voice control emergency stop- user can stop the motor self-initiated by shouting while doing the exercise

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A002-281             R.R.P: $13,490.00 
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THERA- Trainer tigo 510

Description Part No
The professional exerciser for legs and upper body A002-278

incl. foot rests with steeples radius adjustment, leg support, foot-fixings, 

device base with castors, tip-up protection, upper body exerciser with long cranks, 

grip adapters, therapy grips, wristband for therapy grips/safety handle, 

control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen incl. touch-functions

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 240 Watt electric motor for leg exercising

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - height of the device base incl. castors 74 mm

 - Tip up protection which protects the wheelchairs from tilting

FOOT/LEG SECURING

 - Foot rests with tool free steeples adjustment but with tools can be adjusted  from 65 - 115mm 

 - tool holder for secure storage of tools

 - Leg support for all users with paralytic symptoms in legs.

 - Fitted with soft cushions for securing the legs.

 - Flexible mounted leg supports enables natural movements of the legs.
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 - Foot fixings to secure the legs without pressure marks. 

 - Cushions can be easily removed for washing and sanitization.

SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER

 - Upper body exerciser- recommended for patients with muscular disease, lack of coordination, spacity and 

contractures in the upper body

 - For passive (motor supported) and active (own muscular power) exercising of the whole upper body

 - Incl 100 watt leg motor

 - Upper body exerciser can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - Incl. holder for control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen adjustable in inclination.

 - Recommended for patients with weak muscles and lack of coordination in the upper body.

HAND/ARMS SECURING

 - Grip Adapters. It is used when the upper body exerciser is used as a safety handle during the leg exercising

 - Therapy grips. This has three different ergonomic grip positions. 

 - Both are tool free attachments. 

 - Easily washable and sanitizable. 

 - Wristbands for therapy grips for securing paralysed and weak hands on the therapy grips 

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen incl. touch function

 - High-resolution colour screen with TFT- technology

 - Screen size - 211 x 158 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of training parameters with large touch soft keys 

 - Easy control logic with start/ stop control. 

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Foot rests are always positioned and held in the lowest / highest position

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained
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 - USB interface for an easy software update

 - USB interface for capturing the training data for the documentation and analysis

 - Large Submenu for the user

 - Large readout of active performance, training time, distance, number of spasms

 - Training Program "Ortho" for constant performance and variable strength input

 - Training Program "Cardio" to exercise in a pre-set pulse range

 - Training Program "Isokinetic" to exercise with constant speed and variable strength input

 - Training Program " Keeper"- user moves by adaptation of the number of rotations a keeper on the vertical 

and catches the coming balls 

 - Training program "Hedgehog"- user moves by adaptation of the right-left- activity on the horizontal level

and will try to burst the balloons

 - Training Program "Car"- User overtake other vehicles left or right with "his/her car" by variation  

of number of rotations and right-left activity 

 - Training Program " Planet"- user can move by forward/backward strength by moving his/her space-ship

vertically and therefore avoids planets that comes from the right side. 

 - Biofeedback "Bars" - User can see with the help of the bars on how much activity is made by right/left leg. 

Aim of this exercise is to get a symmetrical strength input

 - Biofeedback "Road"- User avoids oncoming obstacles with his/her bike aims right-left-activity

 - Biofeedback "Passive" - shows the user the current muscle tone in comparison to the muscle tone at the 

beginning of the exercise.

 - Biofeedback "Coordination"- User shall exercise preferable consistently. A smiley shows the user 

how consistent the training is. Suitable for arm exercise only. 

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control.

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - Voice control emergency stop- user can stop the motor self-initiated by shouting while doing the exercise

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A002-278          R.R.P: $15,190.00 
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THERA-TRAINER VEHO In Hospitals and Rehab Centres, it makes sense to offer next to leg exercisers .

also special exercisers can be performed, but only for upper body exercising

 The model veho 512 is such a specialist for the mere exercising of the arms, shoulder girdle and back.

THERA-Trainer veho 512

Description Part No
The professional upper body exerciser A002-279

incl. device base with castors, upper body exerciser and long cranks,

therapy grips, wristbands for therapy grips/safety handle, arm rest for therapy grips, 

control and display with 10,4" colour screen incl touch- function

BASE UNIT

 - Metal frame- Robust and stable

 - Powder Coating- eco friendly powder coating in Blue

 - 230 Volt Power Supply

DEVICE BASE

 - Device base with castors

 - Large castors on the user side enable an adjustment of the distance

 - height of the device base incl. castors 74 mm

SAFETY HANDLE/ UPPER BODY EXERCISER

 - Upper body exerciser- recommended for patients with muscular disease, lack of coordination, spacity and 

contractures in the upper body
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 - For passive (motor supported) and active (own muscular power) exercising of the whole upper body

 - Incl 100 watt leg motor

 - Upper body exerciser can be adjusted in height and inclination. 

 - Incl. holder for control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen adjustable in inclination.

 - Recommended for patients with weak muscles and lack of coordination in the upper body.

HAND/ARMS SECURING

 - Therapy grips. This has three different ergonomic grip positions. 

 - It is a tool free attachments. 

 - Easily washable and sanitizable. 

 - Wristbands for therapy grips for securing paralysed and weak hands on the therapy grips 

 - For the ergonomic guidance of the forearms. 

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen incl. touch function

 - High-resolution colour screen with TFT- technology with screen size 211 x 158 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of training parameters with large touch soft keys 

 - Easy control logic with start/ stop control. 

 - Number of revolution - 0-60 RPM possible

 - Adaptation of rotation direction with soft start and stop 

 - Adaptation of resistance from step 1- 15 possible

 - Adaptation of training duration from 0- 180 minutes possible

 - Muscle power can be activated or maintained

 - USB interface for an easy software update

 - USB interface for capturing the training data for the documentation and analysis

 - Large Submenu for the user

 - Large readout of active performance, training time, distance, number of spasms

 - Training Program "Ortho" for constant performance and variable strength input

 - Training Program "Cardio" to exercise in a present pulse range

 - Training Program "Isokinetic" to exercise with constant speed and variable strength input

 - Training Program " Keeper"- user moves by adaptation of the number of rotations a keeper on the vertical 

and catches the coming balls 

 - Training Program " Planet"- user can move by forward/backward strength by moving his/her space-ship
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vertically and therefore avoids planets that comes from the right side. 

 - Biofeedback "Passive" - shows the user the current muscle tone in comparison to the muscle tone at the 

beginning of the exercise.

 - Biofeedback "Coordination"- User shall exercise preferable consistently. A smiley shows the user 

how consistent the training is. Suitable for arm exercise only. 

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - Anti Spasm Control.

 - With the help of anti spasm control an existing spasticity can be receded

 - The sensibility and rotation direction of the anti spasm control is adjustable 

 - Voice control emergency stop- user can stop the motor self-initiated by shouting while doing the exercise

 - It is tested for safety ( certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485,

electromagnetic compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1, 

intensive in- process inspection and final examinations incl. electrical safety

Part Number: A002-279          R.R.P: $9,795.00 
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MODELS STANDING AND BALANCING

THERA- TRAINER BALO Speaking about variability, the THERA- Trainer balo is unbeatable. It allows to secure feet, legs and pelvis

 individually according to therapy aim and patient in almost every position. That is why THERA- trainer balo is 

perfectly suitable for patients with high requirements. 

THERA- Trainer Balo 524

Description Part No
The professional standing and balancing exerciser for high level dependency users A002-376

incl. transport castors, tread extensions, forefoot- and heel quick securing system, 

balance- unit, knee and pelvic support, handrails, 

table incl. stomach cushions, electric lift, patient belt with bottom enlarged and leg straps,

control and display unit with 23" colour screen incl. touch function, mobile holder

 and software package. 

BASE UNIT

 - Stable metal base frame unit with 30 x 50 mm rectangular pipe

 - Four lockable leading pulleys with diameter = 75 mm

 - Eco- friendly powder coating in blue

TREAD UNIT

 - Stable metal tread with a wear- resistance non- slip rubber mat 

 - Additional tread unit which can be fixed to the base unit without tools

 - Especially for users that want to exercise in step position. 

 - incl. holes for variable fixing of the foot 
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FOOT SECURING

 - Forefoot can be secured with Velcro's.

 - Heels can be secured with foamed shell. 

 - Both the Velcro's and foamed shell can be placed on the tread variable without the help of the tools. 

STANDING/ BALANCE UNIT 

 - For users with 150 - 200 cm height and maximum 140 kilos body weight.

 - Spring resistance can be adjusted in steps without help of any tools

 - Releasing/ blocking the balance function with help of two release levers. 

KNEE SECURING

 - For safe lateral guiding and securing of the knees. 

 - Adjustable in height, abduction and horizontal distance without tools. 

 - Demounted together/ individually

 - Soft padded in order to avoid pressure marks. 

 - Easily washable and Sanitazable. 

 - For knees with a width up to 120 mm

PELVIC SECURING SYSTEM

 - Pelvic support set for securing lateral and backward support of the pelvis.

 - Adjustable in heights. 

 - Pelvic support can be easily swung away for " easy" entry of the user. 

 - Pelvis widths up to ca. 220 - 440 mm

 - Patient belts with bottom enlarged and leg strap size "L".

HAND/ ARM SECURING

 - Handrails made of stainless steel, individually adjustable in height for right and left side.

 - As a support during transfer into the exerciser and for additional safety of the user. 

 - Table 445 x 720 mm with long vertical pipe. 

 - Table board made of laminated wood with extremely resistance finishing and cushioned body cut out.

 - Height adjustment supported by the gas springs. 
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 - Right and Left side can individually be adjusted in height. 

 - Easily washable and sanitizable. 

 - Adaption to the stomach girth in horizontal steps of 43 mm with help of tools. 

ELECTRIC LIFT

 - For easy and comfortable lift/ lifting of high level dependency/heavy weight users.

 - Operations of the lift with help of the remote control

 - Lift can be adjusted in height and removed completely without tools. 

 - With power connection 230 V

 - Incl. safety-stop-switch

 - All connections of the lift are pluggable. 

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 23" colour screen incl. touch- function

 - For places that wants to offer group therapy

 - All-in-one-PC with 23" colour screen incl. touch- function

 - Screen size ca. 280 x 480 mm

 - Mobile holder for control and display unit.

 - Stable metal base with lockable transport castors (Diameter = 100 mm)

 - Adjustable in height, inclination, and distance and pivotal around the axis

 - Storage space for keyboard.

 - Cup Holder

 - Comfortable quick-start with two buttons 

 - Depending on the therapy aim, different therapy sessions can be chosen

 - For each therapy sessions up to five parameters can be adapted quickly and easily

 - professional user can adapt pre-configured modules to own therapy sessions.

 - The sensor transmits with help of a USB- cable position data from the exerciser to the 

control and display unit

 - USB interface for easy software update

 - Easy control logic with Start/Stop function
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 - Biofeedback "Collect" -The user can collect bone with a dog on the screen by active movement of the pelvis  

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback "Line" -The user can collect vegetables on the screen by active movements of the pelvis

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback " Ping- Pong" - The user can move a tennis racket vertically or horizontally by active movement 

of the pelvis and trunk in order to hit a ball on the screen

 - Biofeedback "Position"- The ability of movement of the user can be visualized on a bar by the active 

movement of the pelvis and trunk in the frontal and sagittal level

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - CE-Declaration of Conformity according to 93/42/EWG

 - Certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485

 - Electromagnetic Compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1

 - Intensive in-process inspections and final examinations incl. electrical safety test. 

Part Number: A002-376           R.R.P: $29,950.00 
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THERA- Trainer Balo 518

Description Part No
The high class standing and balancing exerciser for high level dependency users A002-375

incl. transport castors, forefoot- and heel quick securing system, 

balance- unit, knee and pelvic support, handrails, 

table incl. stomach cushions, control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen incl touch function

table holder for control and display unit and software package

BASE UNIT

 - Stable metal base frame unit with 30 x 50 mm rectangular pipe

 - Four lockable leading pulleys with diameter = 75 mm

 - Eco- friendly powder coating in blue

TREAD UNIT

 - Stable metal tread with a wear- resistance non- slip rubber mat 

 - incl. holes for variable fixing of the foot 

FOOT SECURING

 - Heels can be secured with foamed shell. 

 - Can be placed on the tread variable without the help of the tools. 

STANDING/ BALANCE UNIT 

 - For users with 150 - 200 cm height and maximum 140 kilos body weight.

 - Spring resistance can be adjusted in steps without help of any tools

 - Releasing/ blocking the balance function with help of two release levers. 
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KNEE SECURING

 - For safe lateral guiding and securing of the knees. 

 - Adjustable in height, abduction and horizontal distance without tools. 

 - Demounted together/ individually

 - Soft padded in order to avoid pressure marks. 

 - Easily washable and Sanitizable. 

 - For knees with a width up to 120 mm

PELVIC SECURING SYSTEM

 - Pelvic support set for securing lateral and backward support of the pelvis.

 - Adjustable in heights. 

 - Pelvic support can be easily swung away for " easy" entry of the user. 

 - Pelvis widths up to ca. 220 - 440 mm

HAND/ ARM SECURING

 - Handrails made of stainless steel, individually adjustable in height for right and left side.

 - As a support during transfer into the exerciser and for additional safety of the user. 

 - Table 445 x 720 mm with long vertical pipe. 

 - Table board made of laminated wood with extremely resistance finishing and cushioned body cut out.

 - Height adjustment supported by the gas springs. 

 - Right and Left side can individually be adjusted in height. 

 - Easily washable and sanitizable. 

 - Adaption to the stomach girth in horizontal steps of 43 mm with help of tools. 
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CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/SOFTWARE

 - For users with amblyopia or perception disorders respectively if biofeedback should be used for 

goal- oriented exercising. 

 - High-resolution colour screen with TFT-technology

 - Screen size= 211 x 158 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of important training parameters.

 - Suitable for control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen

 - The sensor transmits with help of a USB- cable position data from the exerciser to the 

control and display unit

 - USB interface for easy software update

 - Easy control logic with Start/Stop function

 - Biofeedback "Collect" -The user can collect bone with a dog on the screen by active movement of the pelvis  

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback "Line" - The user can collect vegetables on the screen by active movements of the pelvis

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback " Ping- Pong" - The user can move a tennis racket vertically or horizontally by active movement 

of the pelvis and trunk in order to hit a ball on the screen

 - Biofeedback "Position"- The ability of movement of the user can be visualized on a bar by the active 

movement of the pelvis and trunk in the frontal and sagittal level

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - CE-Declaration of Conformity according to 93/42/EWG

 - Certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485

 - Electromagnetic Compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1

 - Intensive in-process inspections and final examinations incl. electrical safety test. 
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Part Number: A002-375           R.R.P: $18,350.00 

THERA- TAINER CORO The THERA-trainer coro is suitable for all patient that are still able to walk a short distance but have a high risk 

of falling. The THERA- trainer coro offers perfect condition for fall prevention because it helps with in gaining 

back strength, balance and reaction rate can be exercised with a lot of fun in a safe surrounding

 with these machines. 

THERA- Trainer coro 522

Description Part No
The profession standing and balancing exercise for users with ability to walk A002-378

incl. transport castors, balance unit, simple knee support, pelvic safety belt, stomach cushion

control and display unit with 23" colour screen with touch function, mobile holder for 

control and display unit and software package Balancing individual therapy. 

BASE UNIT

 - Stable metal frame with 30 x 110 mm rectangular pipe

 - Four lockable leading pulleys with diameter= 100 mm

 - Eco-friendly powder coating in blue

TREAD UNIT

 - Stable metal tread with a wear-resistant non-slip rubber mat

STANDING/ BALANCE- UNIT

 - Balance-unit long with low and high spring resistance

 - For users with 135- 200 cms height and max 140 kgs body weight
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KNEE SECURING

 - Simple knee support

 - end-to-end, padded and removable knee support

 - Adjustable in height

 - Easily washable and sanitizable

PELVIC SECURING SYSTEMS

 - Pelvic safety belts which is fixed on the upper frame with two belts buckles

 - Can be adjusted in length without tools.

HAND/ARM SECURING

 - Two stay tubes that are variably adjustable in distance to the pelvis width of the user. 

 - included belt buckles for attaching the patient belts.

 - Height adjustment supported by gas springs. 

 - Right and left side be individually adjustable in heights. 

 - Pipes made of stainless steel with laser marking for height adjustment

 - Easily washable and sanitizable stomach cushion. 

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 23" colour screen incl. touch- function

 - For places that wants to offer group therapy

 - All-in-one-PC with 23" colour screen incl. touch- function

 - Screen size ca. 280 x 480 mm

 - Mobile holder for control and display unit.

 - Stable metal base with lockable transport castors (Diameter = 100 mm)

 - Adjustable in height, inclination, and distance and pivotal around the own axis

 - Storage space for keyboard.

 - Cup Holder

 - Comfortable quick-start with two buttons 

 - Depending on the therapy aim, different therapy sessions can be chose

 - For each therapy sessions up to five parameters can be adapted quickly and easily

 - professional user can adapt pre-configured modules to own therapy sessions.

 - The sensor transmits with help of a USB- cable position data from the exerciser to the 
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control and display unit

 - USB interface for easy software update

 - Easy control logic with Start/Stop function

 - Biofeedback "Collect" -The user can collect bone with a dog on the screen by active movement of the pelvis  

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback "Line" - The user can collect vegetables on the screen by active movements of the pelvis

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback " Ping- Pong" - The user can move a tennis racket vertically or horizontally by active movement 

of the pelvis and trunk in order to hit a ball on the screen

 - Biofeedback "Position"- The ability of movement of the user can be visualized on a bar by the active 

movement of the pelvis and trunk in the frontal and sagittal level

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - CE-Declaration of Conformity according to 93/42/EWG

 - Certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485

 - Electromagnetic Compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1

 - Intensive in-process inspections and final examinations incl. electrical safety test. 

Part Number: A002-378            R.R.P: $21,395.00 
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THERA- Trainer coro 516

Description Part No
The high class standing and balancing exerciser for users with ability to walk A002-377

Includes transport castors, balance-unit, simple knee support, balance- unit, pelvic safety belt, 

stomach cushion, control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen with touch-function, 

table holder for control and display unit, software package Balancing individual Therapy. 

BASE UNIT

 - Stable metal frame with 30 x 110 mm rectangular pipe

 - Four lockable leading pulleys with diameter= 100 mm

 - Eco-friendly powder coating in blue

TREAD UNIT

 - Stable metal tread with a wear-resistant non-slip rubber mat

STANDING/ BALANCE- UNIT

 - Balance-unit long with low and high spring resistance

 - For users with 135- 200 cms height and max 140 kgs body weight

KNEE SECURING

 - Simple knee support

 - end-to-end, padded and removable knee support

 - Adjustable in height

 - Easily washable and sanitizable
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PELVIC SECURING SYSTEMS

 - Pelvic safety belts which is fixed on the upper frame with two belts buckles

 - Can be adjusted in length without tools.

HAND/ARM SECURING

 - Two stay tubes that are variably adjustable in distance to the pelvis width of the user. 

 - included belt buckles for attaching the patient belts.

 - Height adjustment supported by gas springs. 

 - Right and left side be individually adjustable in heights. 

 - Pipes made of stainless steel with laser marking for height adjustment

 - Easily washable and sanitizable stomach cushion. 

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/SOFTWARE

 - For users with amblyopia or perception disorders respectively if biofeedback should be 

used for goal- oriented exercising. 

 - High-resolution colour screen with TFT-technology

 - Screen size= 211 x 158 mm

 - Easy handling and setting of important training parameters.

 - Suitable for control and display unit with 10,4" colour screen

 - The sensor transmits with help of a USB- cable position data from the exerciser to the 

control and display unit

 - USB interface for easy software update

 - Easy control logic with Start/Stop function

 - Biofeedback "Collect" -The user can collect bone with a dog on the screen by active movement of the pelvis  

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback "Line" - The user can collect vegetables on the screen by active movements of the pelvis

and the trunk

 - Biofeedback " Ping- Pong" - The user can move a tennis racket vertically or horizontally by active movement 

of the pelvis and trunk in order to hit a ball on the screen

 - Biofeedback "Position"- The ability of movement of the user can be visualized on a bar by the active 

movement of the pelvis and trunk in the frontal and sagittal level

SAFETY AND QUALITY
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 - CE-Declaration of Conformity according to 93/42/EWG

 - Certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485

 - Electromagnetic Compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1

 - Intensive in-process inspections and final examinations incl. electrical safety test. 

Part Number: A002-377           R.R.P: $15,495.00 

THERA- TRAINER Static standing is a known and accepted form of therapy since over 30 years. This machine 

VERTO aims on making people stand vertically, tonus regulation, activation of cardiovascular system 

and metabolism static standing. This machine also helps with balancing, flexibility,

stability of the trunk. Later on these can be replaced by dynamic balance exercisers. 

THERA- Trainer verto 520 

Description Part No
It’s a professional static standing frame A002-380

includes transport castors, forefoot- and heel quick securing system, knee and 

 pelvic support, handrails, table includes stomach cushion, electric lift, 

patient belt with bottom enlarged and legs strap. 

BASE UNIT

 - Stable metal base frame unit with 30 x 50 mm rectangular pipe

 - Four lockable leading pulleys with diameter = 75 mm

 - Eco- friendly powder coating in blue

TREAD UNIT

 - Stable metal tread with a wear- resistance non- slip rubber mat 

 - incl. holes for variable fixing of the foot 

FOOT SECURING

 - Forefoot can be secured with Velcro.

 - Heels can be secured with foamed shell. 

 - Both the Velcro's and foamed shell can be placed on the tread variable without the help of the tools. 
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STANDING/ BALANCE UNIT

 - For users with 135-200 cms height and maximum 140 kgs body weight.

KNEE SECURING

 - For safe lateral guiding and securing of the knees. 

 - Adjustable in height, abduction and horizontal distance without tools. 

 - Demounted together/ individually

 - Soft padded in order to avoid pressure marks. 

 - Easily washable and Sanitazable. 

 - For knees with a width up to 120 mm

PELVIC SECURING SYSTEM

 - Pelvic support set for securing lateral and backward support of the pelvis.

 - Adjustable in heights. 

 - Pelvic support can be easily swung away for " easy" entry of the user. 

 - Pelvis widths up to ca. 220 - 440 mm

 - Patient belts with bottom enlarged and leg strap size "L".

HAND-/ARM SECURING

 - Handrails made of stainless steel, individually adjustable in height for right and left side. 

 - As a support during transfer into the exerciser and for additional safety of the user. 

 - Table 650 x 720 mm with long vertical pipe

ELECTRIC LIFT

 - For easy and comfortable virtualization/ lifting of high level dependency/heavy weight users.

 - Operations of the lift with help of the remote control

 - Lift can be adjusted in height and removed completely without tools. 

 - With power connection 230 V

 - Incl. safety-stop-switch

 - All connections of the lift are pluggable. 

SAFETY AND QUALITY
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 - CE-Declaration of Conformity according to 93/42/EWG

 - Certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485

 - Electromagnetic Compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1

 - Intensive in-process inspections and final examinations incl. electrical safety test. 

Part Number: A002-380          R.R.P: $16,900.00 

THERA- Trainer verto 514

Description Part No
The high class static standing frame A002-379

includes transport castors, fore- foot and heel quick securing system

knee and pelvic support, handrails, table includes stomach cushion. 

BASE UNIT

 - Stable metal base frame unit with 30 x 50 mm rectangular pipe

 - Four lockable leading pulleys with diameter = 75 mm

 - Eco- friendly powder coating in blue

TREAD UNIT

 - Stable metal tread with a wear- resistance non- slip rubber mat 

 - incl. holes for variable fixing of the foot 

FOOT SECURING

 - Heels can be secured with foamed shell. 

 - Can be placed on the tread variable without the help of the tools. 

STANDING/ BALANCE UNIT

 - For users with 135-200 cms height and maximum 140 kgs body weight.

KNEE SECURING

 - For safe lateral guiding and securing of the knees. 
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 - Adjustable in height, abduction and horizontal distance without tools. 

 - Demounted together/ individually

 - Soft padded in order to avoid pressure marks. 

 - Easily washable and Sanitazable. 

 - For knees with a width up to 120 mm

PELVIC SECURING SYSTEM

 - Pelvic support set for securing lateral and backward support of the pelvis.

 - Adjustable in heights. 

 - Pelvic support can be easily swung away for " easy" entry of the user. 

 - Pelvis widths up to ca. 220 - 440 mm

HAND-/ARM SECURING

 - Handrails made of stainless steel, individually adjustable in height for right and left side. 

 - As a support during transfer into the exerciser and for additional safety of the user. 

 - Table 650 x 720 mm with long vertical pipe

SAFETY AND QUALITY

 - CE-Declaration of Conformity according to 93/42/EWG

 - Certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485

 - Electromagnetic Compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1

 - Intensive in-process inspections and final examinations incl. electrical safety test. 

Part Number: A002-379          R.R.P: $12,495.00 
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MODEL GAIT THERA- Trainer e-go 526

Description Part No

THERA-Trainers e-go can be used for all patients who are able to stand on the floor A001-478

in a safe surrounding area.

Beginning with the first attempt to walk up to the endurance gait training the THERA-Trainer 

e-go is an ideal training partner. 

E-go can be used in a gym or even in a corridor which should be minimum 3 meters wide or

 in a specific gait studio.

THERA-Trainer e-go also has a very small turning circle as well. 

THERA-trainer e-go 526 includes two 100 watt electric motors, drive wheels, transport castors, 

battery packages, balance unit, handrails, stomach cushion, pelvic safety belt, arm rest cushion, 

control and display unit with 2,7" colour screen, holder for controler and display unit. 

BASE UNIT

 - Stable metal frame with 30 x 110 mm rectangular pipe

 - Dimension without drive unit/drive wheels = 1.330 mm x 830 mm

 - Dimension includes drive unit/ drive wheels= 1.330 mm x 912 mm

 - Four lockable leading pulleys with diameter= 100 mm

 - Eco-friendly powder coating in blue

DRIVE UNIT
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 - Two drive unit with one 100 watt electric motor each

 - Extremely powerful, durable, robust and very quiet

 - Drive units are secured against dirt with plastic covers. Plastic covers are easy to clean and sanitizable

 - Electric motors and wheels are connected with a stable drive block made of aluminium to one drive unit. 

 - The drive unit can be folded up or takem off during transport. 

 - Two drive wheels with approximately 255mm diameter. 

 - Drive wheels with low- wear solid rubber wheels

 - Battery fitted with two 12 volt batteries. 

 - Loading capacity lasts for upto 8 training hours.

 - Loading time ca. 8 hours

 - Includes battery charger with 230 V power connection 

 - Electronic control is secured against dirt and being hit under a platic cover

 - In case if service the electronic control can be exchanged completely (secured in a metal box)

BALANCE UNIT

 - Can be used by users with 140-200 cm height and maximum 140 kg body weight

 - Spring resistance can be adjusted in steps without help of the tools

 - Releasing/ blocking the balance function with help of a release lever (6 or 12 degree)

PELVIC SECURING SYSTEMS

 - Stable pelvic belt. Sizes S, M, L, XL and XXL

 - Stomach cushion is fast adjustable in distance without tools

 - Easily washable and sanitizable. 

HAND-/ARM SECURING SYSTEMS

 - Handrails for a  support during transfer into the exerciser and for additional safety of the user 

 - Two stay tybes that are variably adjustable in distance to the pelvis width of the user

 - Height adjustment supported by gas spring

 - Right and left side can individually be adjusted in height

 - Pipes made of stainless steel with laser marking for height adjustment

 - Inclused three belt cushions for attachments of the pelvic safety belts. 
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 - Flexible cushion with ball charge for soft support of the paralyised arm. 

 - Can be fixed individually on the table respectively on the upper pipe frame. 

 - Easliy washable and sanitizable

CONTROL AND DISPLAY UNIT/ SOFTWARE

 - Control and display unit with 2,7" clocur screen

 - Remote control includes helix cable connection (maximum 145 cm long)

 - Colour screen with a screen size of 51 x 40 mm

 - Easiest handling and setting of the most important training parameters e.g. speed, control of direction…

 - On/Off button to activate the control and display unit after Stand-By- Mode

 - Steepless adjustment of speed from 0- 3, 5 km/hr

 - Adjustment of gait- direction with help of right-left-buttons

 - The machine can be blocked while attaching the pelvic safety belt.

 - After pressing this button the THERA- Trainer e-go will move in the opposite directions 

 - The user can now exercise to walk backwards

 - A patient that is secured in the e-go in reverse direction can also exercise to walk with the e-go in his back.

 - Sub  menu for the traines users

 - Presetting of important training parameters (e.g. bend dynamics) to the individual needs of the user

 - Automatically display of training time, average speed, distance, etc. after finishing the training session. 

 - Flexible adjustable holder

SAFETY, QUALITY

 - As a safety -stop, there are safety bumpers at each end of the metal frame 

 - Sensitive sensors automatically stop the motor in case of an impact

 - Directly in front of the user there is a safety stop button mounted on the plastic cover. 

 - By simple pressing the button the power supply to the drive unit will be interrupted and the

  THERA-Trainer e-go will be stopped

 - CE-Declaration of Conformity according to 93/42/EWG

 - Certified quality management system according to DIN EN 13485

 - Electromagnetic Compatibility according to DIN EN 60601-1

 - Intensive in-process inspections and final examinations incl. electrical safety test. 
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Part Number: A001-478       R.R.P: $79,995.00 
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In the past we offered THERA-live with small and THERA-vital with large colour screen. 
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